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ABS'TRACT

The high altitudes and temperatures associated with SZT

supersonic flight and the use of electrical power at

230/400 volts introduces the need for design precoutions

to ovoid corona or sporkover. As port of the wiring

developmcnt program, investigations including a literature

search, data analysis, and laboratory tests were conducted

to determine the precautions required.

An approach is presented which is intended to simplify the

design for corona prevention.

Further investigation and confirming tests are still to

be conducted.
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1. 0 I111ý-RO! CION

It has long been established clossicolly that for 'll guZLes there is a

minimum voltage between electrodes below which electrical breakdroon, in the

form of an avalanche discharge resulting in corona or spcrkovcr, c3nnot

occur. For potentials above this mininimumdetermination of the voltage

required for the onset of on avalanche discharge is bozed on the Paschen

curve' 'fo the gas, modified to take into account non-uniform fields. The

onset voltage is a function of the gas dc.nsity and the width of the aop

sepcratIng the electrodes, as well as other factors including tine prscezne

of insulation on the conductor or within the gap. The nature of electrical

breakdowm in air is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

The 230/400 system voltage exceeds the minimum of the Paschen curve for air,

and the reduced air density at the altitudes and temperatures associated'

"with supersonic flight, as compared vwith subsonic, increases the spacings

and insulation thickness required to prevent electrical discharges. These

discharges can produce undesireble effects including insulation deterioration

and electromagnetic interference.

The object of this investigation was to determine the design guidelines

required to avoid these discharge:;: without significant cost in weight or

space requirements.

2.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. As discussed in 5.1.2 and 5.5.2.2, corona must be avoided because

it transmits interference into electronic equipment and produces

cumulative deterioration and erosion of insulation and other

materials in.proportion to the product of corona intensity and

time; while sparkover is intolerable because it can cause

immediate equipment (-mage and loss of circuit function.
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2. Corona anod sparkover can be prevented by:

a. Avoiding contamination on surfaces of n. c .. r.1 .... i

insulations.

b. Selecting materials and dimensions that can withctand the

worst-case voltage gradients around energized conW uctorz.

C. Elimination-of short air gaps between thitly-inzu-s.dted

conductors.

d. Selection of insulating materials with maximum reciftivity

and dielectric strength, and low dielectric constant.

e. Application of the Paschen Law curve as modified for non-

uniform fields.

f. Basing all calculations on the instantoneous peak "abnormal

overvoltage" of the system.

3. For the 230/400 nominal -system voltage and the SST operating

altitude and temperatures, weight and space requirements can

be minimized by avoiding areas in which energized conductors,

with or without insulation, can be adjacent to-unpressurized

air. For such areas particular attention must be directed toward

providing adequate spacing and insulation thickness, as presented

by the guidelines in this report.

4.. Corona or arc-overs are most likely to start in the air pcrcton

of the space between conductors, not in the insulation.

Prevention of air breakdown is therefore the prime consideration.

5. The breakdown of air is promoted by high voltage gradient;

inability of electrons and ions to escape without ionizing or

exciting other atoms in the air; by thuŽ presence bf ultraviolet

FORM 402D
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Scun .Q
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"mlinri::izod by:

u. Avoiding sharp -ooint3 Lnd cdgec on thQ conductors.

b. ALsun'irng that the final configuration has at some point

u gradient as high e,: for needi,: .poinriti.

c. U'.iri, an air breakdown strungth (volts/mi) corremponding

"to the worst cormbination of ion entrapment and :econdary

cmis-sions in the gap.

d. "Designing.." for the maximum altitude and tem'eratuZre ;o

which the designated parts will be expo.ed.

6. As discussed in 6.4, desirable Zizurec of design to prevent

electrical discharges are:

_. To completely enclose connector,- cnd terminals.•

b. To arrange that voltage gradients are from line-to-neutral

rather than from line-to-line in 3-phase. circuits.

c. To coat all conductor surfaces w*'.0,h dielectric material

to prevent sparkover.

7. The occurrence of corona can best be precluded'by taking

advantage of design features that are also desirable from

other considerations. These include:

a. The use of multiconductor cable for weight ;caving.

b. The use of sealed assertblies to prevent oxidation and to.

-~~~xld moisture--.. . .------
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c. The provision of concluctivo coatirn32 on 11in .>.... :1on for

shielding.

3.0 CO-[,IGURATIONS TESTED

olcctrodes of rounded and pointed metal, insulated wirc, n'd titcni.m sheet

in various configurations, as required to verify analysis or. to extend the

data available in the literature, were tested to determine the conditions

that produce the onset of corona and flashover.

4.0 PROCEDURE

The literature listed under References was assembled with the assistance
of the Lockheed Technical information Center. This literature was

studied, the available data was analyzed, confirming and supplementary

tests were conducted, design guidelines were formulated to prevent

electrical discharges including corona, and a follow-on effort was planned,

as discussed herein.

5.0 RESULTS

5.1 Design Guidelines

5.1.1 Definition of Electrical Breakdovm in a Gas

An electrical breakdown of a gAs surrounding a set of electrodes is said

to have occurred if each electiron liberated by the cathode undergoes a

sufficient number of inelastic interactions to produce one or more

secondary electrons from the cathode due to products of these interactions

(photons, Ins, or excited molecules).

5.1.2 Effects of Electrical Discharges

Corona o'r electrical discharges within an electrical power system transmit

interference into communication equipment and electronic circuits; ; they

cause deterioration of insulation and conductors; and they produce ionized

gases, ozone, and corrosive agents such as weak nitric acid from air and
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ioistur'e. Sparkover between bare ,!lectrodec results in currcnto limite.

only by the impedance of the power source and connecting lines, and. by thQ

circuit protection. Although some quantitative date 4o available, the

effects of corona on the deterioration rate of materials is difficult to

assess. For these reasons corona discharges are to be avoided, except

perhaps for brief periods under rare abnormal conditions.

5.1.3 Basic Considerations

The fundamental nat'ure of electrical breakdow.m between electrodes in air,

and within voids in insulation is discussed in Appendix A. The effective

presentation of practical design guidelines to avoid corona and sparkover

effects must be based on theoretical analysis which is verified by

experimental data. In general, the guidelines are based on the expression

for breakdown in uniform fieldsj namely

• ' =1 (1)

where C. is the first Townsent coefficient or the number of ionizing

collisions made by one electron drifti.lg 1 cm in the direction of the

field; and T is the second Townsend coefficient or the number of

secondary electrons produced at the cathode per electron produced in

the gap by primary collisional ionization. The value of E may be of

the order of 10 . while 7 may be of the order of 10-. For nonuniform

fields a more general expression applies, namely

7[ex ( d ) -.11C (2)

An expression closely approximating the Paschen curve for uniform fields

in air is

S..../Tpr(3)

S + I[ ]r~~/~
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where i5" -" the breakdowrn potential- A = 0.8 cm mrnx-nIg 5; U" 250 volt- 1

cm x mmTg; 7 is 4.9 x 10 (theoretically a variablce reifcctin- c.tho&e

charactcristics, but about constant for many practical ca es w.ith the

notable exception of titanium); is the pressure in rm•ig, and 0L io the

gap in cm.

Com-ensation must be made for the voltage gradients around wires, insulation,

and connectors. Small radii, especially in contact with air, are to be

avoided. For the SST temperature-altitudes the minimum breakdown voltage

(325 volts peak) occur at.gaps in the order of 1 mm. Air gaps or voids,,

and insulation on conductors, should be treated as capacitors to determine

voltage division; thus, a low dielectric constant for insulation ic

desirable. Insulation resistance may be a factor for some materials.

5.1.4 Paschen Curve Modified to Take Into Account Non-uniform Fields.

The Paschen curve for uniform fields is shown in Figure 1. Departure from I
uniform fields may reduce the discharge onset voltage. (Other analysis

presented (Ref. 1) indicates that it also raises the onset voltage gradient.)

On the same figure is shown a curve for point electrodes. Plotted on

Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 are data po0< .ts for various electrodes from the

literature and from the laboratory tes"' •

Simple, conservative design guidelines an be based on the minimum onset

voltages shown in Figure 1, whi!ch give: 325 peak volts (230 rms) as the

minimum sparking voltage for air at roc :temperature. Ref. 2 shows that

this is the most frequently quoted value, of minimum sparkover voltage,

but other values were found that ranged from 345 peak volts to 275 peak

volts. This lower value is believed to be an absolute minimum voltage

below which sparkover cannot occur under any circumstances of external

electrostatic and electromagnetic fields. SST environments will most

likely require the use of 325. peak volts at this absolute minimum.

FORM 4020
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5.1.5.i " ..... e 1.T nn: 'The Paschen eu.'ve holds on`y fo; u;o" ielU.,

but',. e"", , :."•'ccu,{'y ro uxi•orm in •;ract:,.: :. S~c.. ,.... ,

near small rjdii on -. e sur-aces of the elect-rode-. _'terr.'ir th,

fiel-s is a difýicult ro-thematica) process excent 3ei'*."

spheres or cylindecs. ileedle-point-- require reso.--'inG to '.'.I ma.r:I IM"

uzInZ Teledelto," paper, eqaivalent uniform con6uctive ori2-U, ra cquilvla.nt

caorputer technique.s.

'.the case o' nonuniform fields, reasoning prezonte,' in .11,... 1.'n:'ietc•

that, the mexinum fielci or voltage grodient does not exceed the in".'orx

fielo (oz voltage, divided by gap) indicated by a point on- the -:C'.c:el

curve for given value of p& (pressure in rmufTg x gap in cra), then di;chsrge .. .. .. -

onset will not occur. However, considering the difficulty o0 ..... n" "in",

the fields in practical designs, a much simpler criterion, lending to
a somewhat more conservative design, is suggested. The ! ett- •Leo is

to avoid sharp radii, and to determine the required apacir-s an-- izsul.ation

thicknesses by reference to the curve on Figure 1 for needle points. Note
that "zhe curve for uniform fields (parallel plates properly contoured, at

2 the edges) and needle points coincide over much of the critical raer 0 of p'-

7or prelimrinary design purposes, it Is considered that the Pas-chen curve
. (F-igure 1) relating, voltages between electrodes and r,& for uniform _"•.el •

should be considered as a desirable condition and the curve for needle

points as an undesirable condition.

5.1-5.2 Electrode Materials - Actually, the discharge onset volt-ae

depiends on the electrode materials, especially for the cathode. Hoowever,

the literature indicates that, unless very careful control is exerci~5.,

surface contamination from exposure to normal atosphe-e resultz. £;.ere-

after, it is difficult to dictinguish any difference in onset vol3tags for

different materials. A notable exception may be titanium, which is an

rORM 4020
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, xccllent emitter of electrons at higher tamperatures (Gee Ref. 3). The

slgnificance of this factor at SST temperatures is now being investigated

-further. It is indicated that this effect con be minimized by applying

a coating of zicromium. or a dielectric such as naint to the titaniu-.

It should be noted that an electrode may be metal or insulating material.

Pending further investigation, as noted above; it i- considered that the

efffect of electrode material on the onset voltage con be ignored for

preliminary design purpo se s.

5.1.5-3 Air Constituents Actually, the discharge onset voltage varies

for different gases and mixtures in the electrode gap. However, the

"literature (Ref. 4) indricates that atmospheric variations with altitude

are not significant for preliminary design purposes. Ozone has an un-
evaluated effect, but wiring in the engine area will be protected from

ozone, and the ozone concentrations in the other unconditioned areas will

be relatively small.

Ref. 5 material indicates that humidity does not have a significant effect

on discharge onset voltage unless water is condensed on the surfaces.

Then, of course, moisture absorption a.±d surface leakage are significant

factors.

For the purposes of preliminary design, it is considered that atmospheric

variations can be neglected, but wet insulation is very significant.

5.-.5.4 Frequency - The Ref. 6 is clear that frequency up to, and well

beyond, that of a-c power system voltage does not influence the onset

voltage for discharges.

5.1.6 Applicable Voltages, Temperatures, and Altitudes

The proposed SST a-c power generating system will operate at 230/400 rms

volts with a nominal frequency of 400 cps. It will be a three-phone,

4-wire "Y" system with the neutral point of the source of power connected

to ground, and thus a fourth conductor.
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SST $icc. 4`:2615 (Ref. 7) as chown in FPiurJc 2, d)linete t',. c.' rt tic."

of cicc1t:-.ic power to be supplicd 'by this generat:Lng --y~tem. It :.tate.c thot

voltaga t-ransients, v.1hcn converted to their evalua;ted step function loci

(see MIL-STD-7014., 6 October 1959, s-;ection 7.6), shall be within the limits

of F'igure 2 for oll. onerations of the aircraft -eneratin- cyztem. Tre

evaluatod st-ep luncaro-n loci of the a-c voltagc tornni.nt, for all no::-mi.
generating system oL.crations are to be within the limits o" 2 and 3 of

Figur•e 2. For abnormal operation, the evaluated step function loci for a-c

voltage transients are tobe below limit 1.

It is noted at this point that SST Spec. 422615 is given for 230 rms volt

operation and a conversion must be made to correspond to operation at

400 rms volts.

From Figure 2, the maximum abnormal overvoltage for 230 volt operation as

dictated by limit 1 is 364 rms volts (515 volts peak). This corresponds

to 364 (400/230) 634 rms volts (896 volts peak) for a system voltage of

400 rms volts.

From Figure 2 it is also seen that the maximum normal operating voltage

for a 230 rms volt.system is 300 volts rms (424 volts peak). This is

equivalent to 522 rms volts (738 volts peak) for a 400 rms volt system

voltage.

The maximum steady state normal operating voltage for a 230 rms volt system
is 235 rms volts (332 volts peak). This corresponds to 408 rms volts

(578 volts peak) for a 400 rms volt system.

it is thus dictated by SST Spec. 422615 that the maximum abnormal overvoltage

for 400 rms volt line-to-line operation must not exceed 896 volts peak;

the maximum abnormal overvoltage for 230 rms volt line-to-neutral operation

wust not exceed 515 volts peak; the maximum normal operating overvoltage

FORM 402D
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s2s:1.. 4"215 (Ref. 7) 0s uhown in 2iui.-Q 2, de2.inaate th ;- .c.cr±•t

of cle'"t:r-ic power to be supj.licd by this Ventnrut:.ng t.yýtem. It ,tutt-.: thu t

voltage tr;anaents, w�hcn eonver'oe. to their wviuAtcd Atei function. loci

(see ,KIL-STD-7Ok, 6 October 1959, Section 7.6), oshll be within the limits

of. Fvigure f :or all operations of the aircraft -enero.ltin Lyteu .
evalusted step fLunet on loci of the a-c voltage tronsientu* for all no iI
.gen-rating ystemr op,.erations are to be within the limits of 2 and 3 oc

Figuro 2. For obnor.ml operation, the evaluated otep function loci for a-c

voltage transients are to.be below limit 1.

It is noted at this point that SST Spec. 422615 is given for 230 rms volt

operation and a conversion must be made to correspond to operation at

400 rms volts.

From Figure 2, the maximum abnormal overvoltage for 230 volt operation as

7 dictated by limit 1 is 364 rms volts (515 volts peak). This corresponds
to 364 (400/230) 634 rms volts (896 volts peak) for a system voltage of

400 rms volts.

FromFigure 2 it is also seen that the maximum no.nmal operating voltage

for a 230 rms volt.system is 300 volts rms (424 volts peak). This 1s

equivalent to 522 rms volts (738 volts peak) for a 400 rms volt system

voltage.

The maximum steady state normal operating voltage for a 230 rms volt syste.

is 235 rms volts (332 volts peak). ".This corresponds to 408 rms volts

(578 volts peak) for a 400 rms volt system.

It is thus dictated by SST Spec. 422615 that the maximum abnormal overvolta

for 400 rms volt line-to-line operation must not exceed 896 volts peak;

the maximum abnormal overvoltage for 230 rms volt line-to-neutral operation

must not exceed 515 volts peak; the maximum normal operating overvoltage
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must not exceed '383 volts peak for 400 r=a volt lina-to--linc opcrcstio.;

and the maximum normal operating overvoltage must not exceed l..2 o ....

peak for 230 rms line-to-neutral operation. These valuec. becoi.m very

important when dictating electrode spacings and insulation thicxnec:se,;

required for prevention of corona onset at SST altitudes and tcms.ncretur'C.7

Suppression technique,, ohould be used to ensure that theoe peak value- cs

never exceeded due to inductive switching-.

Lockheed's L-2000 SST will operate up to 80$000 feet under a thermal

environment as shown in Figure 3 for mach 2.7 cruise. Engine area wirin',

will function under an aibient temperature of 600 F to 800 F with i! p:'ý;bable

100 F increase due to 1R losses. or 700 F to 900 P total. Corona will

J not be a significant problem in this area due to "ram air" engine coolin& ...

which will increase air density and yield a larger value of pI

1.C 100 mmfg x cm at 47,000 feet for a 1 cm gap). Wing area wiring

will function under a maximum ambient of 430 F or no higher than

"7-=" approximately 530 F when including ?R losses. A complete analysis of

thermal heating in a wire or multiconductor cable due to 2•R losses and

5! [high ambient temperatures is discussed in Lockheed Report 19868 (Ref. 8).

5-1.7 Analysis of Design Considerations

To simplify initialwanalysis, round-number approximations and simplifyng

assumptLions will be used. Then a more exact detailed analysis can follow.

5.1.7.1 Applicable Data - The air density corresponding to the maxim.um

operating altitude of 80,000 feet, and maximum harness operating

temperature, assumed to be "600 F, is that corresponding to 100,000 feet

at room temperature, or about 8.29 mm3Ig.Referring to the Paschen curve of

Figure 1, the minimum onset voltage value is at about 0.65:.mm!-I x cm; .or

at about 0.79 mm(approximately 31 mils of an inch) spacing at 3.29 au-=76-

pressure. This is the air gap for minimum discharge onset voltage of

about 325 peak. volts. ,'. .
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5.1.7.2 Convential Wire Jlarneou - Conoider the conventional ifirue ha-n'l.e-

of pact aircraft deuigns. Air gaps between insulated wires vary £rom

* zero to. many timeu 31 mils. Whatever gapa between vwrec is required for

minimum onset voltage, the harneuu will htave it. Tohiu raeuna that, ;o

[ •prevent corona, the voltage between conductoro i.•nus the voltage drop

across the insulation msat be no greater than 325 volts where the .. r gap

is 31 mils. Although the Pauchen curve shova an increane 'Ln ditcharge

onset voltage for smaller gapo, no advantage In available because the

discharge can take a longer path that corresponds to the minimiau onset,

voltage. Thuas, th voltage m.e'ibe no more than 323 volts for gupo les

than 32 mile.

For the 230/J400 nominal system voltage, the maximum peak potential batbeu
.• conductors is 896 volts peak for .I1 second for abnormal conditions Duch -

as locs of control by the generator voltage regulator. Let us au; for
27•_ the moment that corona can be allowed for this: rare extrerae traunicnt

condition. The maximum voltage for any normal transient is 733 volts

peak. Let us assume that discharge onset mast no-D occur at this voltage. a

Moreover, let us assume that transient induced voltages, such as those

produced by switching off 1nductive loads, are suppressed to this peak

value of 738 volts.

5-.1.7.3 tiermination of Insulation Thickness Required - Heferrinz to,

Figure p, at Section A-A let us now proceed to calculate the thickness of

wire insulation required. Set the air gap equal to 31 mils. As a fair

approximation, the region between conductors shown boxed by the dashed

lines can be considered as two conductors separated by a layer of

insulation on each, and the air gap of 31 mile. Insulation rosi.tance rl

be neglected for the present, and will be discussed later. The dielectric

j constant of all insulation is greater than unity. It is about 2 for

TFE Teflon, 3 for silicon# 3.0 for H-Film, and 3-3 for silicon* rubber.
Let us assume a value of two. At 738 Volts peak between" conductors andc

() .:325 volts across the gap, the drop across each layer of insulation =ust

be half the difference, or 207, volts. Regard the air gap as a capacitor

'With plates 3W idla apart, and dielectric constant of onel and each luyer

SIORM 4020I.
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o.' ineulation as a capacitor with jplateS, separated by the ,thicknecs of

insulation to be determined, and a dielectric constant of two. Since

capacitance is inversely proportional to plate separation, and proportio.al

to dielectric constant; and since the voltages across the capacitors will

dividc in inverse proportion to the capacitances, the required insulation

where: .T is the insulation thickness required in inches.

V is the peak voltage between conductors.c

V is the pea-k voltage across the air gap.g
S is the width of the air gaps in inches.

K is the dielectric constant of the insulation.

This expression gives an insulation thickness required of 39.. mils

(0.39' inch) for a dielectric constant of two. But the effective dielectric

constant is about 2.5 for practical high temperature insulation systems,

such as the insulation systems now being tested, which are made up of

laminates of H-Film and TFE Teflon with and without a glass outer covering.

This combination would require a minimum insulation thickness of 49.4 mils.

However, the worst-case insulation thickness required is not dictated by

the breakdown voltage and gap at the minimum point of the Paschen curve,

but by those for a point corresponding to a somewhat higher value of pB.

For example, it is desired to determine the worst case pG value and the

corresponding required insulation thickness at 100,000 feet, 738 volts

between conductors, and for a dielectric constant of 2.5. By evaluating

Equation 4, with results as shown by Figure 5, the worst-case p1 value is

3.062 mm% x ca(0-.37 cm or 0.094 -inch gap at 100,000 feet) and the

corresponding insulation thickness required for prevention of sparkover

is 0.1880 cm or 0.0742 inch.

Table I gives a fairly representative value of insulation thickness for

various conductor sizes. By analyzing this, and remembering that 0.0742 inch

FOAM 402D
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TABLE I

REPRESEINTATIVE INSUIATIOIN THIC0NESS FOR VARIOUS
SIZED COIl1DUCTORS

TEX10O7 TFE 1.1001IP WIEETYPE EEW (Ref. .6) N T

J6 INSULATION
SIZE NO. NOMINAL Cxr. NOMINAL THiCIcimmSS,

I ID.A., IN. O.D., IN.

e18 0. 161 0.215 0.0270

10 0.113 0.149 0.0130

12, 0.087 0o.1.4 -0.o185

14 o.o69- 0.105 0.01i8o

C) 16 0.055 o.o89 .0170

8o. 08 0.079 0.0155

""'20 0.039 0.069 0.0150

____2o0..... 0.038 0.068 0.0150

0o.031 o.o6 0.0150

22 0.030 0.060 0.o15o

g2,4 
0.025 0.055 ., 0-0150

• •,.2 0..,0...20, oo50.0150
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of insulation is required to eliminate onset at 733 volts peak and

100,000 feet, it is indicated that overall insulation thickness will be

dictated by corona considerations.

Referring to Figure 4 , it can be argued that where the ",to insulated wires

touch an effective capacitor is shunting the gap, thereby reducing the gap

voltage. This has been shown in tests wherein the onset voltage for

twisted wires was zomewbat higher than that for closely spaced wires.

However, in conventional open wiring the wires can be separated clightly

for. several inches, so this shunting effect cannot be relied upon.

Note that corona can also occur in the unpressurized air spaces between

- the. wire .strands and the insulation.

5.1-7.4 Effect of Insulation Resistance or SurfZace Leakage- In the above

discussion insulation resistance was neglected. Reference material (9)

indicates that for son-e materials such as Teflon this factor is not .

negligible. Insulation resistance should be treated as a resistor in

parallel with a capacitor representing the insulation, and would further

increase the insulation thickness required or would render the insulation

ineffective in supressing corona. This is shown in reference material (10)

in which heated TFE Teflon-insulated wire, coiled and resting on a metal

plate, produced corona onset at 220 volts rms which is slightly below the

minimum peak value shown in Figure 1. This difference can probably be

S.... attributed to experimental error.

Surface leakage resistance between conductors, for insulation that Is wet

ot has a -conducting film, can enhance corona and sparkover. This situation

may be treated as a voltage divider between the electrodes for determining

"the onset of corona at existing air gaps.

It may be argued that, as a lower limit, corona may be endurable for

" " ' infrequent transient intervals at voltages somewhat: above the maximum

steady line-to-line value of 408 volts rms or 573 volts peak. However,
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it is considered that design for no discharge onset below 738 volts peak ia

advisable. First a safety factor mast be provided. also if corona onset ia

allowed, then the offset voltage value is much lower and difficult to

predict accurately. Also insulation life has been affected to an extent

difficult to evaluate quantitatively.

Referring to Figure 1, the air gap between bare terminals up to 100,000 fee-'

(80,000 feet at 600 F) =st be -greater than 2.09"em. (0.428 inch-) for 8%6 volts

peak. To insure against sparkover, bare conducting surr'aces should be
avoided. In previous aircraft designs bare conductors have existed at

terminal blocks p and between pins of connectors with bard inserts or

Imperfectly mated faces.

5-1.7-5 Determinations by tine-to-Neutral Voltages - Now consider the
line-to-neutral voltages. Similar reasoning leads to design for 738/r = 424
volts peak. An insulated wire may lie against or near a grounded plate, and

the worst-case air gaps must again be assumed. A method of calculation

similar to that described above leads to a determination of the Insulation

thickness required. It is 20 mils, corresponding to a P8 of 0.095 =QHi x cm

and a dielectric constant of 2.5. Note that this thickness is less than.
.. for line-to-line voltage (0.0742 inch) even though there is only one layer

.of insulation instead of two. and the applied voltage is reduced by less th",

two; actually by Af3 = 1.73. Nevertheless, corona considerations are
still dictating insulation thickness. Note that the air gaps for bare
conductors must be based on 896/./3 or 5-5 volts peak, as damaging sparkover,.
could otherwise result during an abnormal overvoltage transient. The

corresponding gap is 0.133 inch and a safety factor must still be provided.

For the line-to-line voltage tha corresponding gap is o.428 inch.

*:From the above analysis it can be seen that great advantages can accae by

adopting the design philosophy expressed in the conclusions. Whenever
( . practicable areas should be avoided in which energized condnetors, Insulated

or not, are adjacent to unpresmirized air.
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FI"om the preceding discuccion the marked effect is readily evitluated o'

chaiWges in altitude and tem,.erature. These alt].'e the air den:-ity an31

; afect greatly the required electrode spacinU n thacnnc .:

required. 'At 80,000 feet and the applicable acrodyna•eic heatirc. , the

pressure is about 10 mmag. At 80,000 feet and no heating it is about
20 •rnnlg, and the required spacings -and insulation thicknesses are reduced

by half. At 47,000 feet and no heating the pressure is about 100 mmIg, and I

the required spacings and insulation thickness are reduced by a factor of

ten. It is therefore seen how pressurization markedly reduces the corona

and sparkover problem. Also, it reduces the gains to be made by keeping

the temperature low at the higher altitudes.

5.1.7.6 Precautions Still Required at Lower System Voltages The peak

voltage to be considered has a very marked effect on the spacings and

insulation thicknesses required, especially at values near the minimum of

the Paschen curve which is about 230 volts rms. In oversimplified theory

no corona or sparkover can take place below this voltage regardless of

Sspacings 'and insulation thickness. Practically, the same wiring methods

that would eliminate the problem for the higher voltages, would still be

L advisable, as stated in the conclusions. Por a lower system voltage such

as 115/200 volts a-c or even 28 volts d-c, voltage transients between

conductors from such operations as switching off inductive loads must be

suppressed or spaCings and insulation thicknesses providea so that corona

or sparkover does not result.

5.1.7.7 Detail Design and Verification - For those areas in which energized

wires, insulated or not, may be in contact with unpressurized air; guide-

lines for preliminary design have been presented above. For final design,

numerous other factors mast be considered as described in the following

sections. Also, the final design configuration should be verified by

conducting laboratory tests.
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5.2 Suopporting Tnhornat-ion and Df.tA

5.2.1 Electrode Conciguration and Polarity,

The geometrical design of the electrodes, as well as the natuL-e of their

surfaces, can play an important part in facilitating clectrical breaŽkdo-un.

Surface irregularities, such as sharp edges or points, produce a local

concentration of the electric field which may well attain values at which
true field emission of electrons might occur. • e•ce, to reduce the tendency

to produce breakdown, all electrode surfaces should be smooth andl as
gently cui-ved as possible.

It'is also important to note that in most cases the corona inception
voltage is lower when a point is negative. This occurs due to electrons

which are starting at the most intense nart of the field (i.e., at the

electrode) where secondary emission proc>.sses are more e.ficient.

5.2.1.1 Breakdoin Gradient as a PRmction of Electrode Shape - A- discussed

in 5.1.5.1, a conservative design practice is to avoid sharp radii and

then design the spacings and insulation on the basis of the Pa~chen curve

* •for point electrodes. If it is chosen instead to use the curve for
"parallel-plate electrodes (the upper curve in Figure 1) then some advantages

- can be gained, because this is the configuration for which electrical

"breakdown occurs at the lowest value of voltage gradient. This is explained

in Sections 5.2.1.1.1 and 5.2.1.1.2. In such a case, the maximum point

"gradient for the actual electrodes can be combined with the PasEchen curve

for parallel plates (Figure 1, upper curve) to yield a safe design.

5.2.1.1.1 Secondary Products Loss - The parallel plate configuration provides

the lowest secondary product loss factor of all the geometries. Photons

* are generated isotropically; i.e., they can be emitted in any direction.

Hence with parallel plates, they either stri-e the cathode or anode. With

Sother configurations, there is a non-zero probability of a strike on either

-, .. ,i plate.
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Ions which are charged positive are attracted towards the cathode. in a

p parallelI plate configuration, the ion has a certain probability of reachilX

the cathode. This probability is dictated by reconbination rute. of the

gas. In other cases, the ion may miss the cathode or orbit around it.

These added mechanisms reduce the number of ions available for cathode

interaction for the non-parallel-plate case.

Eccited atoms are isotropic in nature. In a parallel plate configuration

these atoms have a certain probability of striking the cathode. This

probability is dictated by the life of the excited state (metastable

states have long life times) and the fact that the atom will strike either

the cathode or anode. In other configurations, the atom can also escape
the system, striking neither the cathode nor the anode. -.

5.2.1.1.2 Inelastic Collision Rate - The use of parallel plates, infinite

in two directions, provides the greatest efficiency of secondary-electron

generation. It will now be shown that parallel plates provide the greatest

rate of occurrence of inelastic collisions. Figure 6 illustrates these

arguments presented in the following two paragraphs. Suppose an electron

is generated by an inelastic collisioa with a gas molecule. This electron

has a probability of traveling a certain distance before striking a gas

molecule. Such a probability is a furction of the ;as density, and size

of the gas molecules, but not of electron velocity. Such a probability is

also independent of field configuration.

There is a probability that the interaction between an electron and a gas

molecule will be inelastic. The value of this probability is dependent

on the energy of the electron; the lower the energy, the lower the probability.

Constraining our thinking to those cases where the voltage gradient of the

parallel plate configuration is the same as the maximum gradievI; of the

nonuniform field, Figure 6 implies that the energy of the electron interactirG

with the gas molecule is statistically lower than that of the parallel plate.

This implies a lower probability of inelastic collisions.
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Figure 6 Comparison of Porallel Plate Configuration

and Non-Uniform Fields.
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In 'atinZ various configurationM of' conductini; --urfacec for the XIvoid-Xcu

of elcct-ical breekdown, it is sufficient to re(quire that tha a -:immuni

voltage gradient ihall be leco than that specified by Passhen';* Layr curve

'for parallel plates as shown in Figure I.

5.3 Transaent Conditions

The time of voltage application is be2ieved to play an important part in

determining the pre-breakdown currents or the breakdov.rn threuhol6. When

a field sufficiently laxge to cause breakdown is applied to a syste!m oa"
.electrodes there are two reasons why sparkover does not Lmixediately occur:

(1) time is required for one or more initial electrons to appear in a

- .. favorable position in the gap to lead to ýthe necessary avalanchcs. TJ'

is called the statistical time lag, (2) the development of these avalanches

"and buildup of current to a value corresponding to breakdow.m requireo

time because of the finite mobilities of the particles. This is known as9 the formative time lag. Thus, there is a time delay before breukdown Vwich-

is the s=m of these two periods.
IT

In the case of air, the statistical time lags are in the or(lert of" icro-

seconds and the formative time lags are -even smaller. This occurrence of

breakdown during any particular application of voltage will therefore

depend on the time of voltage application and would occur with some

probability rather than certainty.

The statistical time lag is analyzed by making a large numfber of tests of

breakdown at a given voltage with an essentially square front pulse ana

recording the time to breakdown. The value of time corresponding to.

l/N =1 is the formative time lag. This relation is expressed mathematically

* as:

- ; (5)
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where i* t the number of testo and .i• the ýtotal nwm;focr or 'kdo':n::

'.. t'h a ttme . of t oi .',tr. .i/ X i called the mean etnt':,jcei-

time log. It is a measte ef 'the Imean t•ixc between ocurrenc;: a:." ":Ofk-

down initiatini; electrons in the gap.

The mean stetistical tiie lag decrea,.et =arkedly with Thc ultraviolet

irradiation of the cathode which Increane:• the i upply of :ic',-ctronii cd
also decre.ase with increa,,ing voltage. With an unirradiatcd (an in ehidh I
cosidic rays and radioactive impurities are the sole couree 02 tlec'trone ,

the time lag will again be largely sltatiutical. In a gap purno.:e2]y ir'a:i'atuQ,

"the statistical time lag may be sufficiently reduced so that the •:i.'ip'i

contribution to the total lag comes from the formative part. Therefore

the two time logs are separated and measured experimentally in thia. manner.

These time logs are of considerable practtcnl as vell as theoretical

interest, since if the duration of an applied voltage pulýe approachee the
"•_ .• time lag, an appreciable increase in breakdown voltage may be obuerved.

For the practical purposes of this investigation these time lags, if ignored1,

can lead to discharge onset voltage determinations that are high by one

or two percent (Ref. 11).

5-4 Influence of Fsgetic Fields

As electrons travel ;-!ween the cathode and anode their free paths betveen

collisions are bent by magnetic fields in accordance with the relation:

where 11 = magnetic field intensity

e ele•tron charge

u path length between collisions

m mass of electron

v electron velocilty

( r path radius
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•zw cuniider the case ..here the a;gnetic and electric fields c/iI:t parallel

to etch other. Foi, highi g" . denzitie;, the mean free pa''h o' the electronc

is smallcs- than the interelectrode distance and gas collisions then become

signif'icant. In accordance wi¢th Equation 6 the lateral diffasion is thus

-'educed and-the maintenance of the discharge is faciliated. For lower

densities when the mean free path is of the order of, or greater than, the

electrode distance; the electrons are free in their passage between the

cathode and anode and their free paths become curved in such a manner to

further facilitate discharge.

X.ext consider the case of a transverse magnetic field parallel to the

electrode surface and thus at right angles to the electric field. Die to

the interaction of this magnetic field, it is necessary to consider the

distribution of free paths about a mean value and also. electron reflection

at the cathode. Their effect on the maintainance of discharge depends on

tae gaL density and on the parameter pS (pressure x electrode spacing);

thus the location on the Paschen curve. For example, if the magnitude of

po is greater than that corresponding to the Puaschen minimum, then a

transverse magnetic field effectively increases pG so that a higher break-

down potential is required. On the other hand if pS in an evacuated vessel

is less than that corresponding to the Paschen minimum, then the transverse

magnetic field which in effect increases pS, reduces the breakdown potential.

Thus the influence of any magnetic field on breakdowm potential, as well

as that of electrode geometry, depends on a value for the parameter p&.

For the purposes of design, it is considered that magnetic fields can be

ignored) since significant fields will not generally exist except from

wires carrying current. The latter fields will be transverse to provide

added Safety against discharge.
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As for the low value- of PC, no safety is lost,• as the effect will not

alter tho m~inimium point of the Paschen curve. Moreover, no advantage is

availabic. from the higher onset voltage at the low pG end. of the curve.

This is because for practical configurations the discharge cana take a path

of greater than the minimum length that will correspond with the minimum

point of the Paschen curve.

5.5 Dielectric Materials As Insulators

5.5.1 -Definitions and Explanations

5.5.1.1 Dielectric Strength - Dielectric strength is that voltage which

an insulating material can withstand before breakdown occurs and is usually

expressed as a voltage gradient such as volts per mil.

5.5.1.2 Dielectric Loss - Dielectric loss is the time rate at which electric

energy is transformed into heat in a dielectric when it is subjected to

a changing electric field. A low loss is a requirement for high quality

insulation.

5.5.1.3 Dielectric Absorption - Dielectric absorption is that property of
an imperfect dielectric whereby there is an accumulation of electric

charges within the body of the material when it is placed in an electric

field. A low dielectric absorption is necessary to prevent low values of

breakdown voltage.

5.5.1.4 'Dielectric Power Factor - Dielectric power factor is a measure of

the relative dielectric loss in the insulation when the system acts as a

capacitor. A low power factor is considered a criterion of high-quality

insulation.

5.5.1.5 Su-.'face Resistivity -. Surface resistivity of a material is the

resirtance between two opposite sides of a unit square of its surface. A

high surface resistivity is desirod to prevent low values of voltage

breakdown.
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5.5.1.6 Surface Leakage Surface leakage is the passage of current over

the boundary surfaces of an insulator as distinguished from pasosae through

its volumc. It is a very undenirable effect and is usually attributed to

conduction within surface films. j
5.5.2 Effect of Electrical Discharge Near Dielectrics

5.5.2.1 Factors Affecting Breakdown - The dielectric breakdown strength

of a material depends on a number of factors including atmospheric

conditions, voids, and dielectric composition. It is also dependent upon

the rate and duration of dielectric stress as covered in Section 5-3 on

transients.

5.5.2.1.1 Atmospheric conditions

* 5.5.2.1.1.1 Moisture contamination

The dielectric breakdown strength of an insulation is seriously reduced by

moisture contamination. I;

In a dry homogeneous insulation, ions are held together by strong attractive

forces. After water absorption interfacial polarization exists which

decreases this attractive force according to Coulotbla law. This allows

ohe ions to dissociate and migrate in the direction of the electric field.

As a result there is a disadvantageous increase in capacitance and dielectric

power factor together with a serious reduction in surface resistivity.

Tflhe rate of moisture absorption and the degree of retention of moisture

dependf•uponn.the. porosity of the material,' the relative humidity and

temperature, and upon the frequency of the applied voltage.

Even with non-porous insulations surface films of moisture or dew may form
as a result of changes in atmospheric, conditions. This thin film of water

•may render the surface highly conductive which constitutes surface leakage

na d possibly voltage breakdown. Whether or not a complete film is formed

depends upon the ease with which the water wets the Insulation surface.
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B ven microscopic roug'anees aids the formation of moisture films. Dirt,

dust or other contaminants on an insulating gu'face may alzo g:reatl"y-, increa.sc

the tendency for the formation of conductive films which absorb moiuturc.

Also the possibility must be considered of the presence of salt, oil, smog,

sclvents, cleaning fluids, etc.

S5.5.2.1.1.2 Temperature and density

A change in temperature influences the corona starting voltage through its

effect on the air density, dielectric constant of the solid, and the

thermionic emiscion Of the cathode.

It has been found empirically that the density effect can be taken into

account by multiplying the corona starting voltage at room temperature

(20 C) and atmospheric prersure by 293/T where T is the absolute temperature

in K which is equal to C,+ 273 (Ref. 12).

Uhe effect of temperature on the dielectric constant is dependent upon the

* type of materialused. For example: The dielectric constant of Teflon
resins and H-Film decreases, whereas, that of silicones increases with

temperature.

When a conducting surface is raised to a sufficiently high temperature, an

appreciable number of electrons will have the kinetic energy required to

escape through the surface of the material. This .results in thermionic

emission of electrons. Heated materials, especially titanium, are known

to liberate large amounts of electrons which enhance electrical breakdoiwn.

The extent of corona on heated titanium surfaces is discussed in Iockheed

Report 18481 (Ref. 3.).

Over the range from atmospheric density to moderate vacuums, a. decrease in

density will reduce corona starting levels and will increase thz effective

S"gap spacing for minimum starting voltage. This effect is accounted for by

Paschen's alw curve which expresses onset voltage as a function of gas

densisy and spacing.
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Consider the case of a void trapped within an insulation at the tiwe of

manufacture. It is desired to determine what effect SST altitudes and
temperatures IrAil have on this void. At manufacture the p~reczsure uith-in the

void ic say 760 mm•~ (14.7 psi) and the temperature as a worst case is

say 20 C (68 F). At the SST altitude of 80,000 feet and temperature of
600 r (310 C), pressure within the void is calculated from the constant

volu~i gas law, where p is the pressure in mmlig and T in degrees absolute.

PI= P2

(760o)= = ( 76 - o 0)rmiO g

. -(20.... (273) . . .... ..

'-L: P2  2270 mm= g or 43.5 psi

This means that, due to a void, the- insulating material has to withstand an.

internal pressure of 43.5 psi to maintain its integrity.

5.5-2.1.2 Dielectric Composition - The dielectric breakdown strength and

corona resistance of an insulating material is dependent on non-excessive,

conduction through the insulation. .

With some excep' ions (notably sulfur and diamond) solid inorganic insulating

materials are ionic crystals, or glasses that have amorphous structures.

In such structures all atoms are ionized but bound, with only a few exhibit-

ing random distribution. The smaller positive ions (hydrogen, sodium,

potassium, etc.) move more easily through the material and when present

contribute most to the ionic conductivity.

"In contrast, pure organic materials contain relatively few ions; the atoms

of organic molecules being bonded by non-coulosb forces, wherein electrons

are mutually shared, rather than being completely transferred from one atom
to another. The ions that are present in organic insulating materials, are

"FORM 402D
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uoually proiuctt of oxidation or other degradation:: of the inc;ultction.

Therefore, the ionic conductivity of organic electrical inoulstLon is aubject

to wide fluctuations, depending on the purity or history of the material.

Dipole molecules also conduct for short periods of time by rotating in the

direction of the field. Therefore dipoles contribute to d-c conduction

only for a short period after voltage is applied and to a-c conduction only

at higher frequencies.

"Whenever conducting ions or dipoles are able to move rapidly enough to go

to the limit of their movement, within a small fraction of a cycle, they

produce a current that is maximum at zero voltage. This is characteristic

of a capacitance which is proportional to the dielectric constant. Materials

that have a large number of dipolar molecules or parts of molecules have

an undesirable high dielectric constant, high conductivity, and a high

power factor.

5.5.2.2 Corona Aging of Materials

YI• 5.5-2-1 Surface Corona - Surface corona is not harmful to many forms of

ti insulation, but there are serious secondary effects due to the production

of powerful oxidizing agents in an intense electrical field. Ozone is
p u at oxdation of organic materials, and nitrogen•ip r o d u c e d , a c c e l e r a t i n g 'h e . xa -,,

oxide compounds result from the ionization of the air. These combine with

water to form nitric acids which attack not only organic compounds, but

"3:i also corrode metal. Cellulose and organic fluorocarbon resins such as

Teflon are rapidly oxidized in corona fields as they are enbrittled,

weakened mechanically, and then destroyed.J

Corona degradation of Teflon is a direct result of bombardment by high

energy gaseous ions accelerated by the electric field (Ref. 13). These ions
l [ bombard the wells of the cavity, breaking down the insulation and enla'ginz,

.. the voids. This process continues until the insulation is penetrated cau-ing

dielectric failure. A similar result is observed when an organic mriteriol

is bombarced with high-energy radiation.
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14Mica and glsc are not affected either by c.rono or by oxiuizin6 agn'* : 1
tuc~i by it bv:cauýe .f th'ir inorganic --tructure. Silicone resin:,. are

more resistant to corona than their organic counterparts. Organic sy....•nhb c

rubbers and natural rubbers are both susceptible to corona attack but

silicone rubbers are highly resistant. !

One manufacturer (Ref. 1i4) has claimed to have developed a new. line of

high voltage wire and cable which uses CR (corona resistant) Teflon to j
overcome the problems caused by corona. This new insulation is specifically I

designed to prevent or retard corona penetration. it contains a small • !

amount of additive that is dispersed as tiny particles about one micron in

diameter. Under the ion impacts of corona, the dispersed material aoruisi *

a liquid which covers the surface beinG bombarded. This protective film in -

CR Teflon prevents or slows down the growth of the cavity. The protection

* is essentially, complete if the impact energy of the ionE is below the level

required to penetrate the liquid film and strike the solid dielectric -

beneath. Even at high-energy impact levels, the liquid film absorbs much of

the impact and greatly reduces the penetration rate through the insulation.

Thus, the major effect of the corona resisting additive is at intermediate

voltage stresses where the liquid film is essentially impervious to ion

impacts.

The manufacturers evaluation of test data and actual experience under use

conditions has established the voltage ratings, as shown in Table II, for

high voltage cable with CR insulation of varying thickness. The constructions

in this table have been designed for a minimum life of 10,000 hours. Longer

or shorter life can be accomplished by a logarithmic function of the

insulation thickness. For example, doubling the-.thickness will increase

the minimum life at least tenfold; halving the thickness will reduce the

life to about one tenth -or 1000 hours.

CR Teflon insulations are rated from -60 C to 300 C, although the corona

initiation voltage :Ls somewhat lower at high -temperature.
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TABLE II

VOLTAGE RATINGS OF VARIOUS INSULATION TiHICKESSES FOR CORONA RESISTAET
TEFLON

DESIGN MITORMATIOll FOR I EG0I-VOLTAGE CR CONSTRUCTI0N
Mal-[tJM LIFE EXPECTANCY 30,000 1OU1JRS

IUATION I:
I1.LAIO IAC VOLTAGE RAr'fTNGS DC x~VoIJAGU- flAT:N1s

(n.c.. s) SEA LEMo. 80,000 FT. SEA LE-IEL 180,00 FT.

-.0•5 3,750 2,500. 12,500 8,500

.030 4,500 3,000 15,000 10,000

.035 5,250 3,500 1.7,500 11,500

.040 6,000 1,000 20,000 13,500

.050 7,500 0,500 25,000 15,000

.065 10,000 6,000 32,500 19,500

.080 12,000 7,500 Iooo 24,000

.100 15,000 10,000 50,000 33,o50
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5.5.2.2.2 Corona Breakdown Processes in Insulation - Dielectric breakdown

usuall.y results from an electron avalanche in the dielectric. In a few

cases breakdown results from excessive heating of a hiChly conductive

"in.aulation by the electric field until it deconposen to con'lucting carbon

7 (in the case of organic insulation), or becomens a molten electrolyte (in
S the case of ceramnics).

Electron avalanches are now believed to occur not only in gases but also

in solids and liquids. Once breakdown begins within a solit at an edge or

point it continues through the mnterial. At. an instant determined by

cumulative electrical, chemical, and mechanical effects, a breakdoin channel,

often microscopic, penetrates the eroded surface.

The propagation of a breakdown is likely to be a random branching procees

--kno as "treeing".. This slow erosion to tree propagation is believed to

be; .gin when a pit is eroded through the wall of a void, it is thought to

act as a sharp pointed conductor. Because of stress concentration, the

gradient at the tip of such a pit can exceed the intrinsic strength of the

insulator even though the average field between conductors is within the

limits of the dielectric. Under these conditions, the dielectric ahead of

the pit breaks down thereby extending the pit as a fine channel. This

effect is attributed to the formation of space charge around a point

conductor. With simsoidal applied voltages, the space charge evidently

stays in phase with the polarity of the point so that its effect is always

to reduce, the field. - However.,,if sudden changes ..in potential, occur,, the

space charge cannot form or if formed is unable to immediately adjust to

the new point voltage. In this ease, high transient stresses can momentarily

exist at the end of the needle or eroded pit which then continue the process

of degradation. This dependence of the stress on the rate of voltage change

can explain why transients have been observed to start breakdown.
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Trees in some cases appear to be non-conductive to DC voltac:: but bccoirte

increasingly conductive with higher 1"requency AC voj..as.. ' hiGh freauency

applications the AC conductivity of insulation also leads to Z1 large oriount

of dielectric heating, and a low power factor is a necessit5 to preve~nt

the destruction of the insulation.

Often if Taechanicel orces are prcient electrical failure may occur an a

result of the degradation of mechanical properties of the materiuls by the

discharges. For example, in many polymers, cross linking reactions moy

cause embrittlement, with ultimate failure due to cracking. Materiall under

mechanical strain may undergo "stress-cracking" or "ozone cutting" owing to

_ scission of polymer chains by the discharges or their product,.

Corona degradation of Insulatinn for the SST will be of no significsnt

problem, since design criteria'will require corona onset not to occur. If
corona does occur, it will persist only under a rare transient condition.

S5.5.9 Dielectric Effect on Corona and Sparkover

Once we stress the air with intense flux fields we must then explore the

quantity of ions in -absolute numbers between the electrodes. The entire

path between the electrodes naist be Poverstressed to permit sparkover or

flashover whereas corona exists when port of the path is.6verstressed.

Current can pass uninterrrupted as sparkover; but, the passage of this

extreme current is usually prevented by the inclusion of a dielectric. In

this case only corona will result. When there is no solid insulation

separating two electrodes dielectric breakdown and arc-over generiilly clozely

follow the formation of corona. Corona will also occur at the interface

between a solid and a gaseous insulation. Here breakdown does not iitioeiately

follow unless the total voltage exceeds the dielectric strength ol the solid

insulation alone.

-. . The original voltage distribution is determined by the relative -pscing

and the dielectric constants of the respective materials. An increaving
dielectric constant contributes to capacitunce by effectively moving the
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"plote" closer together. However, when corona is formed, thte voitogc •uroz-

the collvp:o, thereby imposing the ftu]ll voltag"e ,. .;...the th .:e.u

insulution.

6.0 TEA'OPSOiY TES

6.1 Test 1vocedure and Coronn Tert Circuit
'hie method selected for electrical discharge detection casar-a the voltage

produced across a resistor by the discharge as shown in Fig-re 't. The voltoge

output is then fed through a high-pass filter and a. wide-band amplifier to

an oscilloseope. This circuit is simple to operate, provides consistant

results, has adequate sensitivity, and is insensitive to outside interference.

SThe overall corona detection test setup is shown in Figure 8. .. .................

lData was taken by pumping down the chamber to an equivalent SaT altitude and
i•-i • : temperature by accounting for the temperature as only a change n" density .. . ..

(80,000 feet at 600 F is approximately equal to 100,000 feet at room temperature

L - . or 68 F.) The system voltage was then increased at a rate of approxirmately

3.00 volts per minute until onset occurred, and then decreased to determine the

I extinction potential. This process woo repeated several times to obt.iin a set

* of readings for the purpose of reliability. The system was purged several

times during each test to eliminate the effects of ozone and other impurities.

The elentrical discharge onset voltage was determined by applying a voltage

*.. to the test specimens within a frequency range of 60 cps to 1000 cps. no

significant difference in onset voltage resulted from this change in frequency.

It is again pointed out that most of the testing done was to verify data found

in several references which appeared to be related to actual St environmental

conditions. For this reason, results were taken only at 100,000 feet

(80,000 feet at 600 F) end represent the most severe cases for corona con!cder-

ations.

Determinations were made of corona and arc-over for specimens of insulated wire,

and also for several electrode shapes.
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Figure 9 .nows the test oetup for variouu spacings of nect(le-poinBt confil'iratio:C. I
Sevee]n. typer ranging from rounded points to very zshar"p points w•re tt-tecl to

deter-mine which y-elded the leust onset vol'toge ot ', given spacin:g a knd

altitude (ps). I j
The use of a three-phase, 4 wire "Y", a-c power gený iatineg system dietwrze.n thc

possibility of coronu onuet between line-to-line utid line-'to-neutrn. t w'irn,
con 'igurt ions. .

Figug'..C 10 shliows the- t.cst setup for parallel wires (which reprezent v.-.ri:ous

line-to-line voltages end spacings. Precautions were taken to ensure that

the wires remained pnrý,llel for a given :air aup so that eccurate test results

* could be obtained. 'The air gap between the wires was kept unifblnm at a given- . .. .

spacing A.O.O01 inch. Tension was maintained 'in the conductor by use of theiI
"clamping block" shown in the figLre.

Figure 11 shows the test setup for a wire and a ground plane which represents

various line-to-neutral voltages and spocings. Again precautions were taken

and accuracy was maintained to ensure good test results.

6.2 Analysis of' Comparable Data 1From Laboratory Tests and References

* The pugrpose of the laboratory tests was to cheek the consistency otihe

reference data and to correlate this data with Equation 4, Page 16, to determine

whether any limitations exist on its application. A major portion of the

reference data was found to be inconsistent, which can probably be uttributed

to error in laboratory procedure. Reference material (IRef. 28) on jj'!- conacuctor

agreed quite well with experimental data obtained in the Lockheed 1:lece'ric-l

Systems Labor,.atory and for this reason it is Used as an exomple in this section.

Also, reference material (Ref. ^8)on other sizes of bare conductors was not

greatly different than that fora #18. This is shoun by considering (eoa" a givenr

air gap between a large and a small conductor) that the dota epoints fo "tle

[ large conductor will approach thie curve for parallel plajtes and datan po.nt.s for

the •,::nli conductor will approach the curve for points.
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Figure l2a represents the case of two paral.lel, non-in-,;ulated stranded wirou.

STest results were obtained from the' test setup shown in Figure 10 cxcept

that the insulated wires were replaced with ba=-e, s.iranded condctc:.-.

Test data is shoi.nl on Figure 13 wAhere it is compared with the modi'fied

, Paschen curve of Vigure I and to comparable data from Recf. 28. E-ta points

occur between the curve for parallel plates and the curve for points, os

expected, due to the shape of the configuration. Although not shown on

i2igure 13, similar tests were run for U18 solid conductors. Test results

indicated that corona onset is slightly lower for stranded, bore conductors

due to the smaller radii of the strands.

Figure 12b represents the case of an insulated conductor next to a ground

plane, as could occur with line-to-neutral'voltages where a conductor is .

near a grounded panel. Test results were obtained from the setup shown

in Figure 3.1. On Figure 14 these results are compared to the modified

J Paschen curve of Figure 1; to comparable data from Ref. 28; and to onset

voltages calculated from Equation 4. Note that Equation 4 is for parallel
insulated conductors and must be .modified by removing the constant 1,2 to

account for only one insulation thickness.

Given the insulated wire next to a ground plane, as in Figure 12b, it 4s

- 1 desired to determine the onset of corona for a given spacing and altitude.

Consider, as an example, a spacing of 0.1155 inch (0.294 cm) and an
altitude of 100,000 feet (8.29 mmHg.). The breakdown voltage of tha a~r-

gap is determined from the Paschen curve of Figure 1. For a p13 of

2.1 mmHg x cm (8.29 mmHg x 0.294 am), V,. is determined to be 520 volts

peak from the curve for parallel plates and 480 volts from the curve for

points.

rFOM42
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11 A`70Goc (.incrh)
19/50. LZtrondin,,

insuila' ion rmvd

a

Ground Pla ne
(Alumin~um)

b V
I surpronnort

T~FE. Teflocn

19/30 2trnndin-

./ Type E

0.005Inchtainless Steel "
Rod 0.01 inch

76 diameter

d

a. Cross. section of test sample, parallel, bare, stranded, co-nductors.
b. Cross section of test sample, parallel,. insulated, stranded conductor

and a ground plane.
c. Cross section of test sample,parallel, insulated, stranded conductors.
d. Cross section of test sample needle-points. .

Figure 12 Electrode Configurations Tested
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Considering the conservative value for points and solving, Equation 4a

for the coronm onset voltageV :

o. otc'J --
V4 +1

V -- t"QO.3 ' M..t PEO"P':"

Similarly, considering the curve for parallel plates:

=5.0 ,

Both of these calculated values appear on Figure 14 for a pR of 2.31 nmHa x c4.

A family of curves may be plotthd in a similar manner for different spacings

and altitudes. It is interesting to note that the configuration of a

closely spaced conductor and a ground plane more closely represents parallel

plates than points. Therefore, it seems reasonable that the actual corona

onset voltage will closely approximate the curve for parallel plates as

calculated above. This is shown to be true by analyzing Figure 14.

it should be noted that wiring has to be terminated by cornectors or tcr:.-inals

and the possibility of sharp points enters the picture. Therefore, for

design criteria7.it is desirable for calculations to be based on the curve

for points..

Figure 12c represents the case of two parallel insulated wires. Test

Sresults. were obtained from the setup shown in Figure 10. On Figure 15 these

results are compared to the modified Paschen curve of Figure 1; to comparable

data from Ref. 28 and to onset voltages calculated from Equation 4. Due

to the presence of two insulation thicknesses between conductors the

* constant (1/2) must be considered as discussed above. A family of curves

may be plotted in a similar manner as discussed previously.
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Figure L2d represents onle cuse of a shorp point which could occur within a

connector. Figure 16'comperec loboratory data for 0.01 inch diameter

needle points to the Faschen curve of Figure 1. R.•foercne i.tcrial (11e". 15

ard Ref. 28) indicates that very sharp pointed isolated elect-rode- will

define the modified Paschen curve for points as also shown on £Iigure 16.

The tests also indicated that sharp points near large conductors do not

represent as undesirable a condition as would be indicated by tests on

isolated needle points.

Although insulation on wires in general pr.',euts arc-over at lower voltages,

the appearance of corons is not preve.itei ard sometimes occurs at lower

- .. -voltages than without insulation. This corona discharge, although not:.

""imediately damaging, does result in eventual damage to the Insulation.

It iras noted that the same size of bare wire and the samue spacing, spark-

over occurred without any preceding corona discharge at low altitudes but

corona occurred before sparkover at high altitudes. it is important, also,

to note that corona, once started, can be sustained at voltages well below

.the onset voltage. Insulated conductors were found to have offset voltages

as much as 50 volts below their onset values; while non-insulated parallel

plates sometimes have offset voltages corresponding to a value around the

minimum of the Paschen curve. Offset voltages were found to defy rarlysis

end are very unpredictable, especially in bundles where the geometry o-2

entrapped air is indeterminate'.
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6.3 Reliobility A gpects

9.he following is a list of de'airable design factors ifor rcliabilit:y concern-

iLg prevention or control. over corona and sparkover in the SGM .'-nvir'ortant;

I. Connectors and terminals should be completely enclo:ýed to

prevent moisture or contamination and a resulting reduction

in breakdown voltage.

2. Special insulatipg techniques can 'oe used which concid. of

placing the electrical wiring as close to electrical ground

pas possible and placing neutral wires between the phase

wires; thus the voltage gradient is not betxeen phases, but

between phase and neutral.

3. The geometrical design of the electrodes, as well as the

nature of their surfaces, can play an important part in

facilitating lower breakdown voltages. Therefore geometrical

irregularities such as sharp edges or points, which produce a

local concentration in the electric field, should be avoided.

1 . All exposed high voltage conductors should be costed or

covered with dielectric material to eliminate the pos;•:ibility
of flashoverp and to increase the voltage necessary for corona

inception.

5. Supression devices, such as gas discharge tubes, should be

considered to ensure that the maximum allowed transient

voltages are never exceeded.

S6. The use of sealed pressurized assemblies should be conzidered

to eliminate the corona problem.
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7. Some of the factors which lower the corona starting voltage

are: decreasing the wire diameter; decreasing the wire

spacing, but the effect of diameter change is much greater

(standard wire of the same cross section as solid wire also

has a lower corona starting voltage); decreasing the air

density; increasing the air temperature (lowers air density);

dirt, water, etc. on the conductor surface; physical surface

conditions, such as nicks, pin pointsý etc.; and parallel

magnetic fields.

7.0 FOLLOW-ON TEST PLANS

Plans for follow-on tests are described in Lockheed Report 19380. Tests

will be conducted to verify design guidelines and safety factors for corona

prevention using actual assemblies under realistic conditions. The plans

include life test in repeated cycles on harness specimens, including

wired connectors and termination assemblies. The tests will consist of

application of normal and overvoltages at the operating temperature and

altitude, observation of any corona or sparkover, immersion in water,

normal disconnection and reconnection, vibration at room and elevated

temperature, return to the temperature altitude chamber, and repetition of

the cycle.
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APPEENDIX A

A. TirE 1,LMURE OP ETECTRICAL BREAKDOM1N IN AIR (Ref. A).

A.1 Behavior In a Uniform Field

Consider two electrodes in air, consisting of two flat plates wr.th curved

edges to produce a substantially uniform field, with a slowly rising DC

potential between them. Electron,; emitted from the cathode photo-electrically,

or by other means to be discussed later, will be accelerated toward the

anode, but will not travel fa%' before encountering a gas molecule. If the

energy of the electron is not too large, the collision will be elastic.

The situation is analogous to a vwry samll ping pong ball striking a

bowling ball. The electron may suffer very large changes in direction, but

it will counce back with very little change of energy. The energy lost
2''"per collision is 2mM/(m + M) where m is the electron mass and D! is that

of the molecule. When m (<M this reduces to 2m/M, which is approximately0-3 toi-5.
10~ to 10~

The average distance an electron travels between collisions is the mean free

path X , and is dependent on the number-of molecules per cubic centimeter,

and the size of the molecules 0 (the electron size is negligible). The

mean free path is given by:

20 (
For a perfect gas, n.= 10 P/T to within"5 percent, where p is the gas

pressure (=mng) and T is the absolute temperature. For air at one atmosphere

= 5 x lo0'cm, and for air at 80,000 feet 20.874 mmnig and 600 P.,

= 4.o x lo cm.
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The clectron makes more than 1/ X collicions in moving one centimeter

across the gip, actually collisions per centimeter of drift, where e

ic tha nve-agre random velocity, and v is the driYf; velocity in the direction

o0" thb f0ield. For air at one atmosphere this is about 3 x 105 collisions

per centimeter.

Some electrons enter into the process of back diffusion. The electron

suffers a series of collisions which returns it to the cathode. The probability

of this occurrence depends on the applied field and the opposing electric

field due to the charge on the electrons. When the voltage is near zero

most of the electrons emitted return to the cathode. As the field is

increased the current increases until few electrons return to the cathode..-

The current then approaches a saturation value which depends directly on

the number of electrons emitted per second from the cathode.

The plateau value of current corresponds to the collection of eL~entially all

of the electrons from the cathode. The further rise that occurs with

still further increasing field is explained by consideration of the

resultant inelastic collisions of electrons and molecules. In such collisions

a large fraction of the electron's energy may be lost. However, energy

can be transferred in collisions between an electron and a molecule only

if the electron possesses at least' the amount required to raise the molecule

to a higher quantum level. Excitation of electrons to higher energy levels

is a dominant energy loss mechanism. Such levels are separated by several

&lectron volts, and this energy may.'reappear as light as the electron

returns to its normal orbit.

When an electron possessing sufficient energy, collides with a molecule, it

may eject from the molecule another electron, and leave behind a pcisitive

ion. Each of the new electrons can itself be accelerated -In the field to

produce further ionization, and an avalanche of electrons finally reaches

the anode. The positive ions move to the cathode and contribute to the

total current in the gap, but they are unable to cause collisional ioniza-

tion themselves. Because of their large mass they lose on the order of
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hali' their energy on each elastic collision. Thus, the positive ions can

ncver gain uufficient energy in the field at ordinary preesuret to ioInize
another molecule.

The iirst Townsend coefficiento C•, is defined as the number of ionizing

collisions made by one electron drifting one centimeter in the direction

of the field. The quantity l/, is the average distance in the field

direction bet:ween ionizing collisions. That is:

-ej QQ e(C) (2)

where X is the distance in the gap meazured from the cathode, and L(X)

is the electron compohent of the current at X. Since equal numbers o.

positive ions and electrons are generated by collisional ionization:

d (x - - ('LP x (3)
dx

The sum of the positive ion and electron currents will be the total

current, L , as measured in the external circuit. Thus:

..Cc Xj) (4.)

where L(o)is the electron current at the cathode. Substituting in (3)

for the positive ion current and integrating:

•+~L (0 -•ta ) +A

where A is the constant of integration. The positive ions do not contribute

to the current at the anode so:

and.
S.... ;.A = Ljo) E

where is the gap le'ngth. Therefore, the current which would be measurea
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by a meter in the external circuit is:

(x4 K ) + P2~) - O

Since CO increases wit'n the field., the collisional multiplication factor
,C will increase very rapidly indecd. with field.

The number of ionizing collisions per centimeter made by an electron moving

through the PQ will be proportional to the total number of collisions per

centimeter times the probability that a collision will result in ionization..

The total number of collisions is proportional to the gals pressure p, co, co

is proportional to the pressure. The probability of ionization depcndcs on'

the electron energy. If the energy is less than the minimum amount required.

to eject an electron from a molecule., EZ the probability is zero. Above,

this energy the probability increases, passing through a maximum when the

energy is of the.oraer of 10 x .At very hiah'energies the probability

of ionization decreases with' decreasing interaction time.

Because of the many collision electrons experience in their travel across

a gap., they will have a distribution of energies ranging from near zero-to

avalue somewhat above, 61- Energy Is gained.by ;the electrons in. the field

and loct by collisiona. 31cept at extr~emely low pressures, the electron's

will reach a steady state in energy~within a very short distance after',r.-.

leaving the cathode. This means Gche rate of energy gain will just equal

the raite of energy loss, and the energy distribution will be uniform through- .

cut t',e gap. Thus., for an.electron. moving.,a Aistan'e .&XXin the direction''-,"''

of fie~ld E;

B LX VAGAC

where V is the number of eci.Ilisions per centimeter of travel and 4 6 is the

average energy lost per collision.. The..number V -is 'proportional t'o the,

.?Oroauctu o-ý the gas pressure, p., and the' cross-section of the' molecules.
Thece cross-sections are de~termined by the~electron energy, Also,0

is determined by the relative vaiues .of Al cross-,sections (exkcitt tion, to,,

various electronic states,, ionization, etc..) dn'd so i tl` too is a .Lundtioh of
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electron energy. Thus, the above equation shows that the electron enery

distribution will be. a function ofE •

To summarize, OC. is proportional to p and some function of E/ . The

areas where the energy distribution curve overlaps the ionization probability

curve determine cC- . For most gases the required experimental data are not

available, although semi-emperical mAthods, discussed later are useful.

An incresse in the collision cross-section will lower the electron energy

distribution in the same manner as aii increase in p (or decrease in E/p.

Generally CC will be decreased.

If the electrode spacing & is changed) keeping CC, constant, a plot of

the logarithm of the observed current against & should give a straight

line with slope oC . Now it is expected that O0/p equals F (./p), so C

should remain constant if the field is kept constant. If the pressure and

field is doubled the slope of the line is doubled.

Townsend found that above a certain sparking distance the current is

independent of external illumination (of the cathode to cause emission of

electrons). Some additional mechanisms are operative in the production of

additional electrons at the cathode:

1. Ions striking the cathode cause the ejection of electrons.

2. The absorbed energy may appear as radiation of light as a

result of the excited molecular electron falling back to

its normal energy level. .This radiation may fall upon the

cathode to produce photo-emission of electrons.

3. Some of the electronically excited molecules may collide with

neutral molecules to lose a small fraction of their energy.

These metastable molecules may diffuse back to the cathode and

cause electron emission on striking it.
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I These three proecses are described quantitatively by a coefficient 7
iwhich iL defined a, the number of" secondary electrons produceCd ot the cathodic

-er electron produced in the gap by primary collicional ionization. Although

the magnitude of Ynay be smnj(e.g. ), its overall .......
!a-ge since these secondary electrons are produced at the catho~e, and

each will be multiplied by the factor E (perhaps 10 or more) by

the time it crosses the gap.

The coeffficient X is not proportional to pressure, but is determined by

* the energy of the primary electrons, so it is a function of . /p.

The number of new electrons created per second by a current. L,.x) in a

small distance X x is or. yxa ,; therefore, the total number of electrons

generated in the gap per second is given by the integral*:

0cJIL ,f(X) dY
SFrom the definition of T and the use of Equation (4) the number of

electrons produced at the catiode is:-

" ~ ~0C Ge (X)o - " Yo( ,•

. Thus if is the electron current at the cathode due to external

• illumination, the total electron current at the cathode, L(o) becomes:

z (0) = Lo + e(0

Rearranging and substituting in Equation (6), yields the total current which

• I is measured in the external circuit:

i ~~~Lo •• (,
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This current becomes very large (limited only by the external .crieC

rec'istance of the power supply and the conducttin, gac) as the conoF.inator

of the preceding equation approaches zero, that is -when:

(.3)

or, since L >) 1) when)

:- "Y = I 9)

Since (e --I) iis the number of electrons -(or positive ions) generated by

a single electron crossing the breakdown gap, and Y is the nuaber of:

secondary electrons generated per primary electron in the gap, Equation (8)

is satisfied, and breakdown occurs, if for each electron avalanche at least

one secendary electron is geneiated at the cathode to initiate another

avalanche, and the discharge becomes self-mu-staining. The fulfillment of

"Equation (8) does not depend on the value of to provided there are

sufficient electrons to start the sequence of -avalanches. The variables

are and . Solving explicitly for the sparking potential gives;

where iL s a function of the variable only. This is the xathenoticP.

-expression of Paschen's Law. E/I is the fundamental parameter determining

the breakdown voltage if the temperature is constant so EX if: proportional

to E/P . If the temperature varies the fundamental -variablie become- E T-/ .,

so, to include the effects of temperature, Paschen's Law should be expre-_,'ssed

as;

where T is the absolute temperature. An alternative way of ctating Paschen'l

Taw is

where h\ iF a.. number of molecules per cubic centimeter.
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This is not a very stringent requirement since coidic radiation and radiation

from radioactive impurities are easily able to provide ther:c initiating

electrons.

the fulfillment of the breakdown critex ion for a particular gap depends onk

and c0.These *variables depend on (Cpgas pressure, the cat-hode

ccmpositlon (;hrough , ) and the nature of the gas.

A.2 Paschen's Law (Ref. A)

As already shown, Jy/ = Etand 7- By substituting into

*Equation (8) and setting the sparking potential Vs equal to 1C f

(valid for uniform fields) the following expression (valid at breakdown) is

obtained.

A-3 Analytical Expression of Paschen's Law (Ref. A).

Consider an electron moving across a breakdown g~p P. under the influence
of an applied field E • It will -undergo many collisions with gas

molecules. Assume it has an ai;erage -random velocity C - and a :zaller

drift velocity V in the direction of E . Following its tortuous path,

it will eventually gain the necessary energy 6-Z to ionize a gas molecule

by collision after it has traveled a net distance dZ measured along the

direction of D uDe to its random motion the electron will have traversed

a longer distance C U/ in the process of attaining the ionization energy. 4

S-f the average number of collisions is X then the total number of

collisions becomes IV fA, .ii the amount of energy lost per

collision, then A E[Id /vX] is'the. total energy lost. If the electron j
proceeded across the gap without losing any energy, then V'.w/ 8,would be

the energy gain from the field in trav.eling this critical ionization

( distance d. In order to produce ionization the electron must have a

F 42
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net energy gain of at least Q , and so the 1'ol.l.owing r'elation hoI.-:

Vd[ c •
- -- v -:( L• (=o)

By definition O0 = so:

rrom Equation (9) the equation for breakdown is:

Lc&

and, substituting for oC and replacing V by \,. give,:

VS=E~k~L\ +(12)

~hetems ~\(i/y~~n (46,P.b'usually do not vary stronaly ith

so, to a first approximation ".V is a linear function of or

with an intercept of.

The deviations of the calculated curve using Equation" (12) from the observed

values are dne to small variation in', c, v, and A G . 'owever, all

. 0""•of these quantities are functions of Vs and, therefore, functions oil

at breakdown. Therefore, Equation (12) satisfies Paschen's Law since

is purely a function of the variable.p?.

This simple model is concerned with average quantitlec, and the equation

loses its meaning when-dj-. becomes of the order of S • For example,

when this occurs, electrons make relative'ly few collisions in their transit

across the gap, and as a result C .. and V become function. of' electron

position in the gap... In practice as becomes sufficiently low, the

sparking voltage traverses a minimum. This is expected on the basis of the

Townsend Theory, since at very low pressures, the necessary number of ioniz-

ing collisions can be achieved only if the applied field is very substantially

rafsed to increase the efficiency of the primary and secondary ionization

processes.
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From .>quation (i0) can be calculated the fraction of the energy gained from

the field which is us6d .in ionization (i.e.,"the ionization efficiency).

For air at one atmosphere pressure and I CM, dý or S/dj has been

measured to be about.19 at breakdown and VS • 30 x 103 volts. For oxygen

and nitrogen respectively, - 13 and 15 ev. Solving Equation (10) for the

ratio of the second to the first term gi.ec. the ratio of energy 'lot to all

processes other than ionization to that gained from the field. Substitution

of the above numbers yields a value of about 99 percent, or only 1 percent

of the energy gained by the electrons from the field is used in the ioniza-

tion process, the remainder 'being dissipated as inelastic (excitation) and

elastic (heat) collisions. A small fraction is lost by heating the anode;

this amount becomes increasingly important at lower-values of P W Near

the Paschen minimum..(. .A 0.7. and ~d, 3) the ionization is much

more efficient, approximately..20 percent of the energy gained by the

electrons appearing in ionizing processes.

A.4l.a More Quantitative Breakdown Relation (Ref. A)

Reference to Paschen's Curve (Figure A-1) shows that atlow pressuices a

long gap may break down at a lower voltage than will a short gap •t values

of • to the left of the minimum.. .

The expres:-ton for /p assa function of•/? is shown in Equation (11) on

the basis of a very highly oversimplified model. For practical use we

must have a more quantitative relationship between these two quantities.

The energy distribution function W(EQ)for electrons., and the probability of

ionization Pi CE•- . Theoreticians have computed V4(G)by equating all

possible ways for dissipating energy (elastic and inelastic collisions) to

that gained from the field. The function P?(.) is measured experimentally

and its product with W.()gives the desired quantitative expression for

cc/p= f(.). No single equation is valid for all ranges of E , but

an expression useful over a.larg•- range of practical value is:

OR42(13)
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where A and B are constants characteristic of a particular goc. ;Tn.xrting

Equation (2.3) into the Townsend criterion for breakdown (Eq1uation (8)),

gives a useful quantitative expression for the sparking potential az o

function of as follows:

iA "6 + iL (14)

Under practical conditions, the change in 7 with "is -mll and the

logaritimuic dependence reduces it even more; hence the term in the brackets

is often treated as a constant.

The dashed line of Figure A.1 has been computed using Equation (14) where,from measurements of vs A = vs8 cm-1 _mg1 " 1
r m u n = 8.8 cm and B = 256 volts-

cm x =m1g. By fitting the .equation to the experimental data at?9 = 0.7

nmmlig x cm, 7 is found to be 4.9 x 10.4 the agreement with experimental

values (the circles) is seen to be much better than that obtained with the

simplified expression.

A.5 Time Lags (Ref. A.)

When a field sufficiently large to cause breakdown is applied there are

two reasons why sparkover does not occur immediately: (1) the time required

for one or more initial electrons to appear in a favorable position in

the gap to lead to the necessary avalanches, and (2) the development of

these avalanches and build-up of current to a value corresponding to break-

down requires time because of the finite mobilities.of the particles.

These time lags are not significant to the problem of'" corona and sparkover

in the SST power system wiring.. They are very short,on the order of 100

microseconds or less, reduced typically to less than 10 microseconds at

two )ercent overvoltage'.above the minimum sparking potential for a set of

conditions.
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A.G6 •r3eak(lown in Inhomogenous Electric Fields (Ref. A) 1
The preceding diccussion has been- concerned exclusively with uniform electric

f.-:d-zS in which E is constant and independent of X where X is the coordinate

along the drift path of an electron participating in the breakdown process.

This condition is readily fulfilled with parallel-plate electrode systems

having contoured edges, and for two similar spheres which are separated

by less than one-tenth of their diameter. ýonfigurations commonly

encountered in practice generate inh-mogeneous fields. Examples are widely

spaced -:pheres or cylinders and sphe-e-to-plane. Effort is expended in

electrical design to reduce the field inhomogeneity to a minimum.

For such electrode systems, CC is a strong function of E so cC ý must

now be replaced by 8Y The Townsend criterion for breakdown is a

nonuniform field then becomes:

The integral OC 8X is not generally a function of the product oC* and

Paschen's Law is no longer valid. Although Paschen's Law is not applicable

to electrode systems which give rise to inhomogeneous fields there is a

much more general "Law of Similitude" which does apply to both uniform and

nonunif)rm field geometries. Paschen's Law is a special case of this. more

general law and applies only to uniform fields.

In addilLon to knowing E = f(X) in order to apply Equation (17) the functional

dependerlce of 7 and Cr, upon E must be known. This dependence has bc-en

measure( experimentally for a number of gases. The sparking potential computed

by Equat` on (17) agrees well with observed values formoderately

inhomoge •eous fields. However if (dc/d) is very large the electe-on

velocity will be changing rapidly and will not be characteristic of the

value of E in the'region of the: gap n question, i.e. the electrons log

behind the field. If the anode is small compared to the electron mean free

path the electrons may not strike it following their last collision with a

gas molecule. As'a result extra ionization maybe possible. For asyrometric
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electrodes 7 will depend on the pol:irity o:" the electrodes. Ucually //

ic larger with the smaller electrode as the cathode and a lower value of"

results.

A.7 The Luw of Similitude

The volt-ampere characteristic of a given gas discharge will not change if

all linear damensions are increased by a constant factor and the gas pressure

is reduced by the same factor.

A.8 Inhomogeneity Dae to Space Charge

.Poisson's equation demands a change in field strength across a gap even though

the space charge is uniformly distributed:

E . .- 4' ... , ,

where is the net charge per unit volume.

A.9 Thermionic Emission

At sufficiently elevated temperatures thermionic emission may occur :from the

cathode in the range of 1000 to 2000 K and reduce the breakdown voltage.

The temperature at which this occurs will be determined by the thermionic

work function of the cathode.

Thermal ionization of the gas occurs in the range of 2000 to 5000K - too high

for con. :Lderation in the wiring system problem.

A.10 C-)rona Stabilization

If the field is generated by very asymmetrical electrodes it is possible to

obtain localized breakdown which does not.bridge the gap. This is corona and

it is self-sustained. Complete. breakdown occurs at still higher voltages.

) Invariably both'the flash-over and the corona. onset voltages will be lower than

for uniform fields.
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A.11 Breakdown Under Alternating Fiel.ds

At sufficiently low frequencies breakdown occurs when the peak value of the

a-c voltage reaches the d-c value predicted by the Townsend Criterion. A

decrease in the sparking potential occurs if the period of the applied voltage

is comparable to the transit time of the charged carriers. This occurs at

frequencies too high to apply to the wiring system problem.

A.12 Influence of Molecular Structure

Since in the Townsend Criterion 7 is a pre-exponential factor while CC

appears as an exponent the electric strength is much more sensitive to the

value of dC than to that of 'Y

Viing certain assumptions, oC may be calculated as a function of E /• in terms

*of the molecular, parameters. It has the form: "

al 16\ A(See Equation 13)

in which. A
inwi ) 1 (•j-.E ) •/ (See Equation 14)

where G is the elastic cross-section; 6 the inelastic cross-section for

electronic excitation expressed as:

and e . is the lowest energy of the electrons at which excitation can occur.

A.13 Representation of a Void (Ref. B)

Let us consider the model for a dielectric containing a void shown in

Figure A.2(a). Here, C represents the capacity of the void-which is in,
V

series with a solid dielectric whose capacity is Cs, and Cd represents the

capacity of the remaining solid in parallel with the combination. If a

sinusoidal %litage, V. is now applied to the system, the voltage will divide

capacitively between Cv and C - proý ding the electric strength of the gas

in Cv is not exceeded and no diachar,'. s occur.

FOR1,1 4020 '"-
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ft'rl, thut for, moot metal electrodes. Thus, when the voltage across, the void

(` 2A2(b), reaches V, breakdown wrill occur. Cag rdcdb
ionzatonin the gas *in C will remain on the inculating surface2 of' C to

V V

Ioe ito potential to Ve , the extinction voltage for the discharge. At the
same time, charge will flow from the external circuit (including Cd, if the.-
external circuit impedence is sufficiently high) to raise the voltage across

C.The discharge time is very short - perhaps 10' sec - end can be

relatl-ed to the transit times of ions.and electrons in the discharge. After

the fast discharge, the voltage on C continues to rise at the sinusoidal1
V

rate until, after an increase of' Ve a further discharge can occur. Thece will

continue to the neighborhood of' the peak of' the applied voltage, after which the

voltage across C~ will decrease and discharges will cease. The charge remain-

ing on Cwill augment uthe applied field'on'the next hal,.-- cycle, and j new

series of' discharges wi~Jllbegin at an earlier point. This may occur even at

the zero of applied voltage,. as shown in Figure A.2(b) or before or- after the

zero -depending upon the amount-of' charge d.eposited. This, in turn, is a

f7unction of how'much the peak voltagd exceeded-.the. starting voltage in the

first hc3 )]-cycle. As a result, more discharges 'will occur on the second half-

cycle. Af'ter several half' cycles,'a steady state will, of course,.-be reached at

which time the averageý charge transported on each half-cycle will be the same.,

At this time, if the peak 9,ppld1e&voltz- --.e'1is ~increased, discharges will begin-

sooner on the voltage wave and the numb ~r of discharges- per half-cycle will

increase'.

An interesting feature of this model is that it permits an explanation of' the

o'ten-observed intermittent discharges which may appear for many cycles and

then cease. Thus, even if the peak applied voltage is somewhat below t-h-

required for sustained discharges, it may be augmented by the field due to

charge deposition by a chance discharge (owing, for example, to a fluctuation

in voltage) so thast a further breakdown can occur. Discharger, may then 7

continue on each half-cycle -but, a's a little reflection %1il1 show, at ant
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earlier point on the w•ove for each cycle. Eventually, the sum 2 the appliedt

voltage and that due to deposited charge will fail to reach the sparking b
potential on a half-cycle, and discharges will cease. The phenomenon iill be

accentuated for low values of the extinction voltage Ve

A nunier of studies have been made of the so-called "epochs" of the clhjcharge .

on the voltage wave, and on the basis of these observations, the general

validity of the above simple model has been confirmed. Detailed consider.1tion.:

suggest, however, that some modifications are necessary. It hac been found, for

example, that - except perhaps for voids of very small cross section - the

whole void is not discharged. Only relatively small areas appear to be involved

in each discharge, and it seems likely that the extinction voltage is low.•.

As a result, sites once discharged tend to remain-in such condition for a

relatively long time, changing slowly as transverse leakage cccure.

For d-c stresses, the model of Figure A.2(a) predicts that discharges can occur

only as the voltage is raised. In practice, of.course, Cs will always posse-s

a leakage resi:.tance, Rs, effectively in parallel with it, so that the voltage

across C can build up again with a time constant RsC... Thus, depending upon
V

the magnitude of the applied voltage and this time constant, recurring discharges

in voids will occur even with d-c voltages. For most good dielectrics,

however, RC.S is very .long and damage, due to discharges is usually much less

with d-c than with a-c of comparable stresses.

The application of the model of Figure A.2(a) to practical systems is further

compliccted by the fact that such systems-seldom contain only one void. There

is usua~ly a wide distribution of void sizes and, in the case of an electrode

on the (ielectric surface, an essentially infinite distribution of sir gaps is

available at the electrode edge. Let us consider, for example, a sphere resting

on a sheet of dielectric of thinckness S', and let us assume as a first

approximation that the field in the varying gap is uniform normal to the

dielectric. Our model must now be replaced by one containing a large number

of serl';s comb~nations of C , and Ca, each Cv corresponding to a different

air gar Now, the voltage'across any particular air gap is V= V(Csi(Cv + Cs)
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where V 'is. the applied voltage. Assuming the thickness of the diclectric

remains constantj this may be written:

V Vi

where E is the dielectric constant of the solid and is the air g•.p uncer

consideration. 11ow, if V is raised until the peak value V. is just that

required to initiate stable discharges, Vs must be equal to V , the sp"rving

potential. Thus from a knowledge of V as a function of we con

calculate the discharge initiation voltage, Vi, often re'Perred to as the

corona starting voltage.

".. .et us assume, for example, tbAt in the -range of void sizes of interest:

Then,

It is interesting to note that this expression for V, has a minimum value with

varying Discharges will therefore first appear at this value of

and with this value of Vi. Curves for V, as a function of 0 for various

values of are shown in Figure A.3 for air. These curves were plotted

using measured data for V as a function of . , rather than the simplified

expression assumed above. It should be noted that the minima in this fi",Ure

b•ur no relation to the. Paschen law minimum, except when C- is zero. On the

contrary, as seen above, they appear even' when a linear relationship between

V and & is assumed. Figure A.3 is useful for calculating Vi from knowledge

only of the dielectric constant and thickness when a wide range of void. size2

or an electrode edge are present as is often the case in practical syctem.s It

has been found to apply remarkably well for all geometries except thc zharpect-

edged electrodes, where field inhomogeneities must be, taken into account.

I I
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A number of discharge detectors and devices for measuring energy dissipate,)

in the discharges are available, but more than a cursory examination of them

is beyond the scope of this report. They include devices ba:sed on optical

techniques (e g., photomultipliers), aural methods (microphoniesz), ,igh-

frequency electrical detectors (tuned circuits and amplifiers as well as

radio receivers), and various types of bridges designed to measure electrical

losses. The last two have enjoyed the most: popularity in recent years.

Since the discharges are of very short duration, the spectrum of their Fouricr

cJmponents extends well into the megacycle range and they are readily isolated

from the power-frequency currents. As a result, very high gains are possible,
and detection of discharges containing only a few electron avalanches is

possible.. In some ways. this has been unfortunate, 'since no one has as yet

established the lower limit of'discharge magnitude below which the life of

coimuercial equipment is adequate. , With the advent of more and more sensitive

detectors, equipment which was earlier thought to be free of discharges has

come under suspicion. Particular care must be"taken.under these conditions

to eliminate stray discharges generated on the.:leads or in the power supply.

Much remains to be done before reilAble correlations between discharge

magnitude and life of insulation are established.

Low-frequency bridges are corona .detectors of relatively low sensitivity,

since they measure the ratio of in-phase to out-of-phase current. However,

they have 'he advantage of providing a ,direct measurement of the average

energy dissipated in the" discharges;. 8 quantity which: has in some cases been

correlated with chemical degradation. A useful variation of conventional

bridge techniques is one in which the charge, rather than the current, flow-

ing to the system is measured as a function of the sinusoidally varying

voltage. Th-,se may be.plotted as a cyclogram on'the oscilloscope, the area of

which is proportional to the power dissipated.

Although time-consuming, perhaps the-most directtmethod for evaluating the

effects of discharges on electrical insulation is the measurement of the

time-to-failure as a'function of applied voltage. The fact that such a

curve aippears to approach :infinite life asymptotically to the discharge
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inception voltage is good evidence that failure is caused by discharfs..

The time required to establish such curves may be considerably reduced by

increaoing the frequency of the applied voltage. Provided that the normal

a-c losses are sufficiently low so as to avoid dielectric heating, the

frequency may be raised to as high as 1 mc without obtaining appreciable

general heating. of the dielectric by the diccharges. It has been found that

the rate of damage due to discharges is accelerated proportionally to the

increase in frequency. This is not unexpected when one notes that, accord-

ing to the model of Figure A.2(a), the total charge transferred by discharges

per half cycle is a function only of the difference between the peak applied

voltage and the voltage at which discharge~s are initiated. Thus, the total

charge transferred per unit time should be proportional to the frequency of

the applied voltage.

". .
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FIGURE A-.3. Discharge inception voltage as a function oP depth of
vbid for various values of /M riol.
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